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BACKGROUND 
• The DIVA Tool is a good predictor of difficult IV 
access.
• SJO added history of DIVA & two or more 
unsuccessful attempts to the tool. Both are 
important predictors of DIVA.
• Continued education for RNs in IV insertion, 
alternative techniques and the use of vein 
illumination may increase successful PIV starts.





• Identify factors associated with the increase in US 
guided PIV requests and determine the efficacy of 
the DIVA Tool.
• Would the DIVA Tool assist in identifying factors 
leading to the nurse requesting assistance from 
the VAT?
• By using the DIVA Tool, can nurses quickly identify 
patients in need of US Guided PIV access and 
minimize potentially unsuccessful IV attempts?
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• Design: Evidence-based quality improvement 
project.
• Population: VAT RNs & RNs requesting assistance. 
• Data collection: obtained from the DIVA Tool  
completed by the RN requesting VAT assistance. 
• The RN scored the patient’s medical history and 
level of PIV difficulty using the DIVA Tool.
• The VAT RN placed the PIV using ultrasound 
guidance and scored the level of difficulty on the 
DIVA Tool.
• In the third quarter of 2019 the VAT experienced a  
60% increase in ultrasound guided PIV requests.
• Research documents that patient satisfaction 
scores increase when patients have fewer IV sticks 
and feel confidence in the practitioner placing the 
IV. 
• Ultrasound guided PIV access:
• has been growing in popularity. 
• has proven to decrease the number of IV sticks 
and nonessential PICC insertions.
• demonstrates an increase in IV success rates 
and a decrease in insertion time when placed 
by a trained, experienced clinician.
• 30% of the RN respondents did not complete their 
experience level leaving this as a question.
• There were only 2 coaching opportunities 
recorded, however when the VAT RN coached the 
RN was successful.
• There is an opportunity to explore alternative 
intervention techniques when faced with a DIVA. 
55% requested the assistance of another RN 
rather than trying other techniques. 
The DIVA Tool 
Characteristic NO YES
Altered Fluid Status: hypovolemia / hypervolemia 
(circle)
0 1
Scars / Tattoos / Skin issue: 
______________________________________
0 1
Frail / Elderly 0 1
Vein Palpable with tourniquet 2 0
Vein Visible with tourniquet 2 0
Disease History 
Chemotherapy 0 1
Only One Arm: CIRCLE: fistula, lymph node removal 
________
0 2
History of current / past IV abuse 0 2
Chronic Renal Failure 0 1
Diabetes 0 1
Sickle Cell 0 1
Cancer with history of chemotherapy & / or radiation 
therapy
0 1
Patient states or known history of difficult IV access 
(DIVA)
0 2





• The DIVA Tool is a predictor of potential PIV 
difficulty. 
• The biggest predictor of DIVA is known history of 
difficult access (57%) followed by DM (32%) and 
CRF (23%).
• Two or more unsuccessful attempts during the 
hospital stay is the most likely reason for the VAT 
to be called. 
• Frail / Elderly is the top patient characteristic 
needing VAT assistance. 
• Pulmonary Renal Unit / 5 West utilized VAT most 
frequently at 30% (combined) followed by 
Orthopedics, DSU, and General Surgery at 12%.
• Higher DIVA scores assigned by the unit RN were 
correlated with a higher difficult rating by the VAT 
RN (p = 0.5).
• Additional data
• Years of experience
• Interventions prior to requesting 
Ultrasound Guided PIV
• What was the VAT RN’s impression of 
difficulty of the PIV?
